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The new system, from January 2021

Free movement ends

Most migrants coming to the UK for work need a ‘Skilled Worker Visa’, but 
with fewer restrictions than the old system for non-EU workers

Net effect: a more restrictive system for EU workers, some liberalisation 
for non-EU

We provide a largely descriptive analysis of the impact of the new system 
on EU and non-EU employment in the UK after January 2021



Data sources

Labour Force Survey/Annual Population Survey

HMRC data based on ‘pay as you earn’ returns



Employment growth, 2014-19

Migrants make up a large share of total UK employment growth



Employment growth, 2014-19

Higher skilled sectors show fairly even 
growth in EU and non-EU workers

In less skilled sectors, higher growth in EU 
workers



Post-Brexit and pandemic migration changes

A sharp rise in net immigration

A smaller, but also sharp, rise in work visa issuance



Counterfactuals vs out-turns, EU and 
non-EU workers

A large shortfall in EU workers, offset by 
a smaller gain in non-EU workers

Two checks:

• Assume pre-pandemic growth rates 
would have continued, bar one year 
‘lost’ to the pandemic

• Replication of our analysis for the 
EU-27



Counterfactuals vs out-turns, EU and 
non-EU workers, by sector

A sizeable gain of non-EU workers in 
health and social work

Biggest shortfalls of EU workers in

• Transportation and storage
• Hospitality
• Wholesale and retail
• Admin and support
• Construction



Visa issuance under the 
new system

Largest rise in health

Sizeable rises in other 
higher-skilled sectors

Smaller rises in less-skilled 
sectors



Summary

The new system has resulted in a large reduction in EU migration and an 
increase in non-EU migration

Overall, a substantive ‘shortfall’ in migration for work

In lower-skilled sectors, migration under free movement has not been 
replaced by additional visa issuance under new system

A substantial proportion of jobs in sectors that relied on EU migrant 
workers are eligible for skilled work visas



Concluding questions

Will employers who relied on free movement make more use of the new 
system?

If not, will they raise wages, cut output, or invest in automation?

Should the government consider further relaxation, perhaps on a sectoral 
basis?
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